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ABSTRACT 

The cross section for the production of 11"+11"- or K+ K- pairs in 11 interactions is 
measured for m 1r1r between 1. 7 and 3.5 Ge V / c 2 and for two intervals of 11 center of 
mass scattering angle. Results are compared with predictions of a QCD model. 
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Photon-photon scattering is an excellent testing ground for Quantum Chromo-

dynamics (QCD). In a QCD model, Brodsky and Lepage(I) have calculated the cross sec-

tion for the exclusive two-body processes ''f"'f--+ h+h- at large'/'/ invariant mass, Vi, 

and fixed '/'/ center of mass scattering angle, o*. They assume that the matrix element 

factorizes into a hard scattering amplitude and a distribution function related to the 

pion form factor, whose value is taken from experiment. In particular their absolute 

prediction is that near 90 degrees in the gamma gamma center of mass 

duldtb"f--+1r+1r-) 4IFAs)l 2 ~ 0.6GeV4 

d u I dt b"f--+JL+ JC) ~ 1 - cos20* s 2 

Their predictions are rather insensitive to the detailed form of the distribution function. 

Previous measurements(2
,
3
) have verified the order of magnitude of the cross section 

predicted by this model. We have measured the differential cross sections for the pro-

duction of pion and kaon pairs, 

(1) 

for dip ion masses between 1.7 and 3.5 GeV I c 2 with substantially improved statistics. 

We have also measured the Q 2 dependence of this cross section by studying events in 

which one of the outgoing beam electrons is seen in the detector. The acceptance of the 

detector effectively limits us to the large angle region of I cosO*! < 0.5. In this analysis 

we have used a data sample from the Mark II detector at PEP corresponding to an 

integrated luminosity of 230 pb-1 at EcM = 29 GeV. 

\ 
'" 

The Mark II detector has previously been described m detail. (4) Charged particles 

are tracked in multilayer cylindrical drift chambers within a 2.3 kg solenoidal magnet. 

The momentum resolution for tracks constrained to the vertex is 
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l::,.p I p = [(0.025)2 + (0.01p )2] ~ (p in Ge VIc ) . 

Forty-eight scintillation counters surround the drift chamber inside the magnet coil and 

are used both to trigger and provide time of flight information. Since such information 

can only distinguish 1r's and K 's below about 1 Ge VIc , we can only measure their com-

bined cross section. Protons can be identified below about 1.5 GeV I c. Liquid argon 

calorimeter modules cover about 64% of 47r sr and contain 14 radiation lengths of lead 

and argon. The readout strips are parallel, perpendicular and at 45 degrees to the beam 

axis giving an rms angular resolution of about 8 mrad in both azimuthal and dip angles. 

The rms energy resolution for both electrons and photons is approximately 

t::,.E IE = 0.131../E . 

The detector is surrounded by four layers of steel plate absorbers and proportional tubes 

used to identify muons over 55% of the solid angle. A particle is identified as a muon if 

it traverses at least three layers of the absorber and has a range consistent with that 

expected for a muon. The muon system is ineffective for particles with momenta below 

~ 750 MeV, and so, we restrict our measurement to the region of Vs greater than 1.7 

GeV I c 2• In addition, there is a small angle tagging system (SAT) that consists of three 

sets of four planar drift chambers and a pair of lead-scintillator electromagnetic shower 

counters and covers polar angles between 21 and 82 mr from the beam axis. The energy 

resolution of the shower counters was found to be uiE = 15.5%1-IE using Bhabha 

events. This system detects an outgoing electron or positron (tagged event) in ~ 10% 

of the events of reaction (1). 

The basis of the measurement is to use the liquid argon calorimeters (LA) and the 

muon system to efficiently reject electrons and muons arising from the QED processes 

ee --+ eeee and ee --+ ee J.LJ.l. 
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We require events to have two well-measured oppositely-charged tracks whose ver-

tex is within 10 em of the interaction point along the beam direction and 5 em in radius. 

Their total charged energy is required to be less than 40% of EcM and their net P T 

must be < 300 MeV/c. Events are rejected if they contain a detected photon that 

deposits more than 200 MeV in the liquid argon {250 MeV in the end caps), unless the 

photon is within 40 em of the nearest charged track, or makes a low invariant mass with 

either charged track. A photon found within 40 em of a charged track is assumed to be 

associated with it, and its energy in the LA is added to that of the charged track. These 

cuts isolate "/"/ events with a true two-prong topology. Purely QED processes are then 

rejected by a series of cuts requiring that both tracks be in a fiducial volume that insures 

good muon and electron identification. Neither track may deposit more than 60% of its 

energy in the liquid argon. This cut insures that the electron pair contamination is 

negligible ( < 1 %). Events are also rejected if either track has enough muon chamber 

hits so that it is consistent with the hypothesis that it is a muon. 

Efficiencies are determined by generating pion pairs, kaon patrs, and muon patrs 

with the Monte Carlo event generator GGDEPA(S) and the full detector simulation. The 

efficiencies were determined as a function of cos ()* and Vs and were found to vary 

from 2% at low mass and high cos()* to 15% at high mass and low cos 0*. For hadrons 

the efficiency must be corrected for interactions in the coil or LA that cause the the 

energy deposited in the LA to surpass the above electron cut. A pure sample of pions 

from 1/J- p1r decay (taken at SPEAR) was used to measure the probability that a pion 

l -· will deposit more than 60% of its momentum in the LA. We find this probability to 

vary from 50% to 10% over the momentum range 0.2 < p < 1.5 GeV /c. The same 

result is used for kaons. 
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Two estimates are made of the residual muon contamination. First the Monte 

Carlo is used to determine the probability that a muon is called a pion. For the second 

method we consider events having one identified pion and one identified muon. These 

are primarily muon pairs with one misidentified track. The small contribution of pion 

pairs where one pion is called a muon is subtracted using the pion pair Monte Carlo. 

The ratio of the number of these events to the number of detected muon pair events 

gives another measure of the probability that a muon is called a pion. Finally, we use 

the Monte Carlo to determine the detection efficiency for muon pair events, which 

together with the above probability and the number of detected muon pair events meas-

ures the muon contamination. The resulting corrections agree and range froi:n 2% to 

21% with associated errors approximately half those values. The contamination from 

11 - pp is negligible(6) for the particle momenta in this analysis. 

All events are treated as pion pairs. The number of observed events in each bin, 

N (cosO/, m rrrr ), vanes from 62 (0. < I cosO* I < 0.3, 1. 7 < m rr1r < 1.8) to 2 
J 

(0.3 < I cosO* I < 0.5, 3.0 < m 11'11' < 3.5). The efficiencies and the luminosity func

tion(7) 

where 

f (z) ~ (2 + z 2)
2 In ( ~ ]- (! - z 2) • (3 + z 2) 

are used to determine the cross section a(/1 - 1r+ 1r- + [( + K-) in bins of m rr1r for two 

intervals of lcosO*I. The efficiency for each bin of (cos O/,m11'11') is taken as a weighted 
J 

average of the efficiencies for pion pairs and for those kaon pairs which contribute to the 

( 
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same bin when treated as pions. The relative numbers of kaons and pions are calculated 

using the parent distributions predicted by reference (1) and its ansatz, that at fixed 

weights are proportional to the luminosity function at the appropriate values of Vs. 

The results are shown(s) in Figure 1 compared to the absolute hard scattering pred-

ictions of reference (1) integrated over the same two intervals in I cosB*I. While there is 

good agreement above 2.1 GeV I c 2, there is a discrepancy at the lower masses, where the 

influence of the f (1270) is still large. Higher mass resonances as well as resonance 

interference with the 1r1r continuum can also contribute. In Figure 2 we replot this same 

data as a function of I cosO* I. Following reference (1 ), we express the ordinate as the 

scaling function s 4d a I dt . The limited statistics and angular range prevent us from 

checking the predicted rise with I cosB*I in the mass region above 2.1 GeV I c 2. 

For tagged events we project the SAT tracks back to the interaction region. A cut 

is made on the distance of closest approach to the beam axis. The cut is scaled accord-

ing to the expected error in z to insure comparable efficiencies for small and large angle 

SAT tracks. Monte Carlo estimates of tagging efficiencies indicate that they vary by less 

than 25% over the angular range covered. Most of the tagged meson pairs have m n 

below 2 GeV. Their Q 2 distribution, uncorrected for acceptance or efficiency, is shown 

in Figure 3 together with the corresponding result for identified muon pairs. The histo-

gram is the result of a QED muon pair Monte Carlo simulation (with SAT tagging) and 

describes the data well. It can be seen clearly that the Q 2 distribution of hadron pairs 

falls off more steeply with Q 2 than that of the muon pairs, probably confirming that 

these events are still in the resonance region.(9) No clear predictions have yet been made 

for such "f"t* scattering in the model of Brodsky and Lepage. 
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We conclude that, at even relatively modest invariant masses between 2.1 and 3.5 

GeV, the predictions of the QCD model are consistent with our observations. The sta

tistical errors of our measurements are still relatively large, however, so detailed com

parisons of the d.ifferential cross section with that expected from QCD are inconclusive. 

(' 

~·· 
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Figure Captions 

(1) The cross section a(/1---+ 11"+11"- + J(+J(-) as a function of 11"+11"- invariant mass for 

the intervals of 11 center of mass scattering angle (a) 0. < I cosO* I < 0.3 and 

(b) 0.3 < I cosO* I < 0.5. The solid curve is the absolute prediction of Reference 

(1). The mn region above 2.1 GeV/c 2 contains 48 observed events in figure (1a) 

and 20 observed events in figure (lb). 

(2) The cosO* dependence of the scaling function s 4 dajdt(J!---+11"+7r-+K+K-) for 

(a) 1.7 < mn < 2.1 GeV/c 2 and (b) 2.1 < m1f1f < 3.5 GeVjc 2. 

(3) The observed Q 2 dependence of the tagged 11"+11"- + J(+ [(- events. The observed 

J.l+J.l- events together with results of a QED muon pair Monte Carlo simulation (his-

togram) are shown for comparison. 
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